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Three drop for position of dean
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Staff simulate cuts

Nelson
scores low
on survey

by Joe Butler
Staff reporter

by Al Harrison
Staff reporter

Top administrators scored low
in a recent faculty opinion poll,
with Central president Ivory V.
Nelson earning the lowest ratings
of any Central President since
1985.
According to the records,
Nelson not only scored lowest
overall, but he came up short in
every category.
The report, gathered from infonnation obtained by questionnaires sent out to all full-time
faculty. only received a response
· of 37 percent. Of the 337 fulltime faculty surveyed, only 125
questionnaires were returned.
The questionnaire listed 30
positive statements about each
administrator and the faculty
members were asked to rate on a
scale of one through five. One
meant strongly disagree, three
meant neural, and five meant
strongly agree.
Mean scores of 1.97 were given
to the president on "inspires confidence in his ability to deal with
problems" and a 1.75 on "evidences respect and trust for faculty in University governance."
Other scores included a 2.00 on
"supports a meaningful role for
faculty in University governance," a 2.89 on "works effectively in the local community for
the support of the University,"
and a score of 2.29 on "works
effectively to obtain non-state
support and fun<ling for University projects."
He received a 2.19 on "bases
decisions on stated University
goals and procedures" and a 2.23
on "allocates resources effectively to maintain the long-range
viability of academic programs."
Nelson scored a 3.00 or better in
four instances. Two questions
dealt with cultural diversity
(which he scored over 4.00 on
both), one question dealt with
how he works with the legislature
(3.08) and one question dealt with
projecting a positive image (3.04).
The faculty who responded
gave him an overall average of
2.54 or 50.7 percent, a failing
grade in most any class on campus.
Nelson said he doesn't feel he
earned such a low grade.
''I will perfonn my job the way
I feel is necessary to advance this
university, and I have," he said.
"It (the survey) doesn't reflect

See SCORE/Page 2
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President
Ivory V. Nelson

In an effort to cut $3.8 million
from Central's budget in nccordance with 1993-95 legislature
requests, top administrators
joined President Ivory V. Nelson
in streamlining programs.
The Budget Advisory Committee took two meetings to propose,
cutandreallocateadditionalfunds
gained through increased enrollment' back into diminished programs.
In what Nelson called an "effi-

ciency exercise". vice presidents
and deans submitted lists of possible budget cuts within their departments.
They finished presenting the
proposals at the BAC meeting
earlier this week..
"We are taking this cut seriously," President Nelson said.
"We want to figure out how we
can cut things with the least impact with our available funds."
Higher tuition and increased
enrollment are expected to provide Central with greater funds
next year, which will come from
$140,000 given from the legisla-

ture to recruit new students.
Nelson said he hopes to enroll
nearly 400 new students to Central in·the next two years, brining
the student body to 7,251 students.
The legislature requested all
public four-year institutions to
submit a report describing cutbacks.
These reports are due by July l,
and each school must report on
their compliances by July of 1994.
Central' s report will consist of

See BUDGET/Page 3
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Cadet Beau Montgomery receives Army ROTC awards from Col. Gary Elliot and Sgt. Anthony Blood. Montgomery was
awarded the American '9eglon (Scholastic Excellence) Award, Reserve Officer's Association of the United States Award
and Veterans of Fore_lgn Wars award at Thursday's Air Force ROTC and Army ROTC annual awards ceremony.

Students honored at ROTC reception
Forty-two Air Force and Anny
ROTC students received military
awards last Thursday at the annual awards ceremony.
Major Neil Brogren, professor
of military science, said the
awards are based on academics,
standing within ROTC, participation in ROTC, and some of the
awards are based on ROTC grade
point average and cumulative
grade point average.
Air Force ROTC award recipients are as follows: American
Defense Preparedness Award,
Todd R. Davenport; American
Legion (General Military Excellence), Annemarie L. Kehew,
Suzanne M. Lasher, Marie D.
McCanless, Adam M. Quale;

American Legion (Scholastic Ex- ·
cellence), Yvonne M. Calhoun,
Aileen M. Safford, Cooper D.
Bowden, Nanesha S. Church;
American Veterans of WWII, Korea and Vietnam, Travis J. Ross;
Daughters of American Revolution,
Annemarie L. Kehew; Daughters
of Founders and Patriots of
Americ~ Polly S. Schindler; National Sojourers, Michael C.
Fenimore; Reserve Officer's Association of the U.S.,AnnemarieL.
Kehew, Scott C. Brown, Travis J.
Ross; General Society of War of
1812, Travis J. Ross; Sons of
American Revolution, Cascade
Centennial Chapter, Ryan B. Foster; Sons of Confederate Veterans,
Clinton S. Tucker; The Retired

Officer Association, Michael C.
Fenimore; Veterans of Foreign
Wars, Michael S. Stohler, Scott C.
Brown, Travis J. Ross, Pete A.
Rintamaki and Air Force Association Award, Scott C. Brown.
Anny ROTC awards recipients
are as follows: American Defense
Preparedness Award, Michael A.
Quitania; American Legion (General Military Excellence), Richard
T. Appelhans, Jon C. Miller;
American Legion (Scholastic Excellence), Kurt A. Woods, Beau T.
Montgomery; American Veterans
of WWII, Korea and Vietnam,
Christopher C. Silva; Daughters of
American Revolution, Daniel L.
Jones; Daughters of Founders and
Patriots of Americ~ Jennifer A.

Page; National Sojourners, Curtis
M. Schroeder, Reserve Officer's
Association of the U.S., Benjamin
L. Gerrald, Beau T. Montgomery,
Peter E. Thompson; General Society of War of 1812, Jon B.
Verone; Sons of American
Revolution, Cascade Centennial
Chapter, Dewey C. Haines; The
Retired Officer Association, Jill
L. Mackin; Veterans of Foreign
Wars, Larry E. Porter Jr., Beau T.
Montgomery, Kristina M. Wick,
Curtis W. Nowak; Military History Award, Curtis M. Schoeder;
Military Order of World Wars,
James L. Dempsey, Corie A.
Staker, Bryce D. Butler and Associationofthe U.S. Army, Daniel
A.McCray.
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Sounding alarms cause police response Nelson
May 12 2:50 p.m.
Three security units responded to
a call from the Language & Literature building after receiving a
call from someone reporting·an
explosion. After investigating,
police determined a bike parked
in the rear courtyard had blown a wallet was missing after he fintire.
ished playing.

CAMPUS COPS

May 12 S: 11 p.m.
A cashier in Mitchell Hall reported a sounding alarm. Security who responded to the scene
said there was no warning indication of an alarm back at the
· headquarters. Officers announced
thearea was secure, and the alarm
was·reset.
May 12 ·9:55 p.m.
A man who was playing racquetball reported his wallet missing.
He told police he realized his

May 12 11: 17 p.m.
Residents at Student Village reported loud music and talking
coming from the D-wing of the
apartments. Upon arrival, police
said they were able to hear the
noise from the opposite end of the
complex. The offenders were informed of the noise ordinance and
issued a written warning for the
noise violation.

May 13 1:34 a.m.
A vehicle was stopped in the vicin-

Hall was reported stolen. The victim told security the bike was unlocked.

by Mark Temple
May 15 9:25 a.m.
~" -~··
Security officials were called to a
noise complaint coming from
ity of East 18th St. for speeding. The Carmody-Munro Hall. Apparently
suspect was going 57 mph in a 35 a clock radio alarm was going off in
mph zone. The suspect was issued a a room. Police enteted the empty
fine and a ticket for the infraction. room and twned off the alarm.
May 13 5:06 p.m.
Police responded to a fire alarm in
Mitchell Hall. After calling the Ellensburg Fire Department, campus
police checked the building for fire.
The fire department confirmed there
was no fire and it was determined
the alarm malfunctioned The alarm
was reset.

May 16 8:40 p.m.
A hit and run was reported in the N19 parking lot. The rear portion of
a vehicle was damaged.

May 18 5: 18 a.m.
A custodiari called police and said
there was smoke coming from Rm.
108 in Michaelsen Hall. The smoke
came from a burned out air unit and
May 15 12:28 a.m.
the Ellensburg Fire Department
A bicycle parked in front of Meisner pumped the smoke out

Three of four candidates drop
by Staci West
Editorial assistant

•

Three of the four candidates have
withdrawn from the search for a
new dean of the School of Business and Economics.
David Porter, Jerry Geisler and
T~shomme Abebe dropped out of
consideration.
David Porter withdrew two weeks
ago. He is currently the dean of
School of Business and Public
Administration at California State
University in San Bemadino.
Porter said the position at Central
was not attractive to him anymore.
"For the kind of job description
that was outlined there, the re, .
sources didn't seem to be adequate," he said.
Porter said he has not accepted a

Geisler said. "I received two job
job elsewhere.
,
Jerry Geisler, dean of School of offers last week that met my basic
Business Administration and pro- criteria."
He said he felt bad to withdraw at
fessor of management at Califorinternia State University · in · the last minute and had
Stani3Slaus, dropped out·Sunday ested in the p()sltion at Central.
after being offered another posi- -Teshomme Abebe was not available for comment He is·the Astion elsewhere.
''It was ave unfortunate thin " sociate Provost and Vice Presi-

been

dent for Academic and Student
Affairs at the University of Southern Colorado.
Phil Backlund, chair of the search
committee for dean of School of
Business and Economics, said
there was one qualified candidate
remaining.
He said the three finalists all
withdrew to accept other positions.
Th~ remaining candidate is David
Dauwalder, the acting dean of
School of Business and Economics at California State University
in Los Angeles.
Dauwalder said he could not
comment on the withdrawal of the
other candidates.
"Eachpei:son makes an individual
deeision for different situations,"
he said. ·wrhat's pretty common
when you get down to.that level in
a dean's search."
A public hearing will be held
today at 3:30 p.m. in Michaelsen
Hall Rm. 103. The search committee will gather campus opinions about the remaining candidate, Backlund said.
The committee will meet and
make a recommendation to President Nelson, Baeklund said.

. ,
·C orrect1on .·}
Last ~eek the phone number
in the Sebastian International
Modeling ad was incorrect.
The phone number is now
correct in the ad below. The
Observer apologizes for any
inconveniences.
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At participating Dairy Queen® Stores.

Dairy Queen"' stores are proud sponsors of the Children's Miracle Network
, _Telethon, which benefits local hosr tor children. ,;;,. •
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how rm doing," he said. .. Allit
shows is that people have opinions."
Nelson said he expected this
kind of outcome.
. Student Board of Directors
President~elect Kris Henry said
the survey points out issues that
need to be addressed.
"It (the survey) always needs
to be done," he said "It points
out the real issues and shows the
real facts. It is not information
that came through the grapevine."
Linda Murphy, dean of the
School of Professional Studies,
who earned some of the highest
ratings in the report, said she
thought it was nice people responded that way.
"The people who respond have
a message to send, good or bad,"
she said. "It (the survey) has a
basic purpose, to let us know
what our strengths and weaknesses are."
Murphy also said people answer the way they do because of
recent events and the timeliness
of issues.
Henry, who also sits on the
Faculty Senate, said he would
like to see the surveys conducted
more often.
·
"Twice a year at least," Henry
said.
The survey, created in 1985,
asks questions gathered from
other schools and businesses
that already have a similar program to evaluate employees,
said history Professor Beverly
. vffeckart, 1-985 chaiefJ.f thercommittee·to ov.ersee.th~ fust Faculty Opinion Survey.
"Atthe time, the {~pity wanted
an instrument to evaluate the
administration. After the f~t
survey was conducted we wrote
it into the bylaws," she said.
Heckart also said if the administration reads the evaluations
in the spirit they are intended,
then they serve a good purpose.
The report reflects faculty
opinions of: presi~ent, vicepresident and provost, dean of
Graduate Studies and Research,
dean of Academic Services,
vice-president for Student Affairs, dean of Extended University Programs, 4<!~ of Library
Services, dean of the College of
Letters Arts and Sciences,.dean
of the School -0f Professional
Studies and dean of the School
of Business and Economics.
u

SEBASTIAN INTERNATIONAL .
·AND
·SALON SERVICES & SUPPLIES

Try our 12-o-z.
Blizzard® flavor
treat.
It's oh sale.

5123
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MODELS

· - $f.29
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scores low

®

-

Reg. U.S. Pat. Off .. AM D.Q. Corp.

are looking for haircutting and
coloring models to be used in
our advanced training seminars.
Model Call will be held ·
Saturday, May 22
Advanced Hair Care
400 w. 5th
Ellensburg, WA
•·
-5:30 PM
FOR .INFO PLEASE CALL
1-800-251-4247
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He~ry:

linebacker to president

by Lindsay A. Rude
Staff reporter

Katy Anderson/The Observer

President-elect Kris Henry plans to make himself available to
students next year by communicating outside of the office.

From BUDGET/Page1
Nelson's proposal and the
BAC' s recommendations.
Last Wednesday. several
deans said they were WlSure
how Nelson wanted the cuts
reports to be presented, and
were not sure what Nelson
wanted in these proposals.
Nelson told members to return to their respective departments to explain the
committee's resolutions
Wednesday, and return any
comments to him.
They met again Monday to
continue discussions.
Part of Monday's meeting
was spent trying to detennine
how many students actually
attend Central.
Staff members said they noticed discrepancies in dollar
amounts in Nelson's proposal.
Nelson said he forgot to include the tuition waivers when
outlining his procedures to
generate funds in the next year.
"Oh God! I forgot the
waiver!"Nelsonsaidashe told
members to ignore his calcu-

lations on the blackboard.
James Pappas, dean of Aca- .
demic Services, said he was un- certain about Nelson's p1an, and
told members of the council that
some cuts in the budget were not
entirely necessary.

''

We cut 2.5
percent last year.

Let's not let our
memories be

short.
-James Pappas
"We cut 2.S percent last year,"
Pappas said, referring to cuts of
several job positions which took
effect in September. "Let's not
let our memories be short."
Pappas is concerned about the
. position of Assistant Registrar
Interim Provost Donald
SchJiesman had scheduled for
cutting.
Schliesman mistakenly named
the position as Assistant Registtar, but Pappas said it was only a

Page 3

Like a wild linebacker on a football field, Central student Kris
Henry is set to tackle the position
of Board ofDirectorpresident next
fall.
Currently, Herny is the Board of
Director of representative to Academic Affairs, but next year he
takes on the responsibility and
challenge of the president's office.
Henry is the first to admit that he
did not make politics a major part
of his life until last year, when
someone asked him if he had considered running for a position on
the board. He said the idea sparlced
hiscwiosity in student government
"I wanted to know how much
power students have. How could
students change things? So I got to
know some BOD members, asked
a lot of questions and decided to
run," Herny said.
He ended up running unopposed
for his current position, but said he
learned plenty even though there
was no one to campaign against
But learning seems to be the majorphilosophyofHerny's life. Both
of his parents have been teachers
for 20 years in his hometown of

Mukilteo, Wash. and his maternal
grandparents were teachers as
well.
When asked about his family's
influence on his attitude, Henry
said, "I was born and raised in an
education family: .l!~Y have a
lot ofrespect for teachers. I believe
that education is the key to success
no matter what anyone does."
Henry said he believes higher
education plays an important role
in peoples' lives but that it goes
beyond more than just classes and
schoolwork.
"It takes more than academics to
make a quality education," Henry
said. He said he believes students
need to get involved by joining
clubs, playing intramural sports
and participating in student government. This basic belief is what
really motivated Henry to run for
political office.
As well as being a full-time
student and working in student
government, Henry has also
played for Central' s football team
as a linebacker, volunteered at the
chimp lab, been a ski instructor at
Stevens Pas.s for the past four
years, been involved with Central
Helpers, Residence Hall Council
and Emerging Leaders, and been

computer support position.
Donald Cummings, dean of
college of letters, arts and sciences, said the difficulties the
committee was having stemmed
from Central's ability to operate
efficiently during the last five
years.
Cummings also requested and
received extra fWlds for goods
and services for faculty members.
The final restructuring pJan for
CLAS will be fmali7.ed by July 1
by the new .. provost and new
CLAS dean.
Cummings also expressed concern about the future of the chimpanzee and human communications institute.
Cummings said he has not seen
any requests foc funding in the
last seven years, and he said
Central does not have the resources to fully fund the chimp
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The HORSESHOE Tavern and
After Midnight on KQBE 103
FM are sponsoring a food drive
to benefit the RI.S.H. food bank.
Here's how it works.
1. Starting today you can donate
canned food items to benefit the
F.I.S.H. organization at the
HORSESHOE Tavern.
2. For every can or food you donate,
you get a raffle ticket.
3. On June 4th, the Friday before
finals, After-Midnight's Eric Sawyer will be at the HORSESHOE
Tavern to raffle off over 100 free
CD's.

lab.

Courtney Jones, vice president
for business affairs, said the
committee needs to put everything realistic in the report that
will demonstrate Central' s efficiency.
"We are doing more with less
money than other schools with
more money are doing," he said.

ATTENTION:
CWU STUDENTS

a member of Central' s ski club,
the Powderhounds.
Despite all of this Henry finds
time to attend various functions
around campus iii his continual
effort to stay in touch with his
peers, including Residence Hall
CoWlcil meetings, Social Equity
Council meetings and any faculty
meeting he can find.
"I like to try new things. My
interest is peaked by different
things I haven 'ttried before. Life
is so short I want to see as much
as I can," Herny said.
Henry said he may have to
lighten his schedule next year to
accommodate his new job.
"Sometimes I think I spread
myself too thin, but I realize that
in my job next year I will have to
giveupafewthings. I'veweighed
the opportunity costs and decided
which is more important," Henry
said.
And it is quite clear from his
ideas for next year that he has
decided to make his job as president a major priority.
"I want to be really involved
and take the presidency out of the
BOD office and out to different
events around campus. I want to
make it fun," Henry said.

If you need more details tune into AfterMidnight on KQBE 103 FM every Friday &
Saturday night from Mid- 2AM
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Advising provides
more hassle than help
I

t's a hassle.
Partly due to neglect by professors, and partly a result of student
independence and the budgetary constraints facing Central, Academic Advising has become a bothersome service which is often
overlooked and resented
Central should be doing more to help students steer their way
through the social and academic challenges that comprise a complete college experience.
But here, as with other higher education institutions, academic
advising is often just an afterthought.
Instructors are often too busy to spend time advising students, and
when advice is given, it appears to lack a generosity of spirit and an
element of true concern.
The underlying reason for this attitude may very well be that tenure
and faculty evaluations are not directly linked to academic advising.
Many faculty advisors complain advising is simply not a good use
of their time and students should take more accountability in
planning their academic career for tliemselves.
But it isn't simply th_e professors.
What is really under question is the university's commitment to
effective advising.
As Central trims the budget, programs which would encourage
informed and up-to-date advising techniques will not be high on the
list of priorities.
If Central is truly concerned with enhancing students' educational
experiences and retaining students, it should develop and encourage
programs which enable faculty to refer students to helpful services.
An advisor should be trained to help students develop an educational plan. This could include promoting sensible course selection,
keeping students informed of schedule chapges and directing
students toward the completion of a major.
Advising is invaluable to students, particularly considering the high
cost of pursuing an education.
Students should be motivated to take an active role in the planning
of their
and not feel shunned for seeking guidance.
Central would be wise to incorporate the goal of effective academic
advising into its strategic plan to ensure the university offers
programs based on the concept of shared responsibility; a concept
which ultimately leads to student success.
It is an unfortunate and sad reflection on Central when the process
of providing adequate academic advising leaves faculty and students
to fend for themselves.

future,
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·LETTERS
when they were forced at gunpoint
onto reservations.
They were not even allowed to
leave the reservations without
written permission.
Native Americans know they
.
cannot change the past
They do want things to change
now.
To the Editor:
They want religious freedom to
practice sacred ceremonies which
The author of "Claims of ownership destructive" last week is on
have been outlawed due to ethnothe right track but he misunderstood
centrism and racism.
the meaning of the word indigThey also want to improve their
enous.
living conditions on the reservaNative Americans, Indians, are
tions they were forced onto.
There will always be ethnocenindigenous because they are the
only race in America that origi- . trism, racism and sexism as long
as we put economic growth before
nated here.
All other races can trace their our "human resource."
Native Americans and other inheritage to another land except
digenous people, like the
Native Americans.
Yanomamo of Brazil, are victims
This is what makes them indigof these evils.
enous.
These evils are what caused the
I don't believe Native Americans
Native
American to be put on reswant to own America.
ervations
over lOOyearsago; just
They want what all Americans
these
are
the
same evils threatenwant: Freedom to pursue their
ing
the
Yanomamo
today.
own dreams and way of life.
It
seems
some
races
will never
This was taken away from them

Freedom
stifled by
.
econom1cs

be able to give up their ethnocentric ideas and our world will continue to promote their economic
growth at the expense of our valued human resources.
Lisa Spurgeon
Tiingit-Native Alaskan

Listen to the voices of Asian Pacific Islanders
by Marvin Rosete
Looking around at all the activities on campus like the BOD elections, Parents Weekend or Kittitas County's Multicultural Festival, we barely notice the state of Washington has declared the month of May Asian
Pacific-American Heritage Month.
Students may ask, "Didn't we celebrate
Japan Week already?" The answer to this
would be yes, but I'm talking about more
than just one culture.
Celebrating Asian Pacific American Heritage Month is more than dressing up in a
cultural costume or showing off some ethnic
folk dances.
It's celebrating the history, contributions,
and political issues of all Asian Americans
and Pacific Islanders in the United States.
Asian Pacific-Americans are U.S. citizens.
Some communities have been here as long as
10 generations.
The APA community makes up more than
3 percent of the U.S. population (estimated
from the 1990 U.S. Census). Among the
largest groups are Filipino-Americans with
2.2 million, Chinese-Americans (2 million),
Japanese-Americans (1.5 million), Asian In-

dian (1.4 million), Korean-Americans (1
million) and Vietnamese-Americans
(350,000).
This total also includes Native Hawaiian,
Chamoran, Tongan, and Samoan residents.
And 2.4 percent of Central's 7000 students
are also listed as Asian-American (total of
130). From APA Month, you learn something new about American history.
You learn about the history of hate crimes
and prejudice against the APA community. .
These include the atrocity of JapaneseAmerican internment in World War II, the
exploitation of Chinese-American immigrants who worked as railroad workers in the
1800s, and the anti-dissemination laws of
California which prohibited Filipinos (or
other people of color) from marrying whites
(circa 1900).
APA Month allows people to be educated
and break the stereotypes often associated
with Asian Pacific-Americans. Among the
more serious stereotypes is the "Model Minority" myth of Asian-Americans as industrious, hardworking, smart and causing no
political waves.
Asian and Pacific Islander women also face
the stereotype of being sexually submissive

and quiet, a remnant of the "Geisha girl"
attitude.
From these stereotypes, the APA community must speak out on political issues.
Political issues also appeared at the University of Washington, in 1990, when the Asian
and Pacific Islander Student Union (APSU)
and local AFJA:IO chapters help to fight
against speaking "English only" in the
workplace.
More recently the APA communtiy has
turned inward to deal with internal concerns.
Among these problems are the APA youth at
risk (gang violence, high school drop-outs,
teenage mothers), the increase in mv and
AIDS cases, care of Asian Pacific American
elderly. and the acceptance of lesbian, gay
and bisexuals as part of the community
(which is traditionally a taboo subject).
Most of all, Asian Pacific-American Month
allows APA's to recognize individuals who
have helped the community of today.
This list includes Gary Locke, D-Seattle,
(Chinese-American) chair of the Washington State legislature's House Appropriations
Committee, Rep. Velma Veloria, the first
Filipino-American woman in the Washington state legislature and Daniel Inouye, U.S.

Senator from Hawaii. Asian Pacific-Americans also recognize some of their celebrities
such as actors Lou Diamond Phillips~ Joan
Chen (TwinPeaks),George Takai (StarTrek),
and music artist, Prince.
Central should recognze the APA students,
faculty and staff who make a difference on
our campus: Professor David Gee (chair,
home economics department) Professor
Jimmy John (sociology and ethnic studies),
Phil Sonaguin and Jimmy Chong (1992-93
cheerstaff), Jonne Carter (ASCWU Student
Activities Programmer), Mario Andaya
(men's track), Ngoc Ngyuen (ASCWU BOD
secretary) and Tomesina Peredo (lead jazz
soprano).
In short, Asian Pacific-Americans are everywhere. We are more than just what you
see in news, Kung-Fu movies or fashion
shows. There is a part· of APA culture,
tradition and voice that is distinctly American. Listen to these voices. You'll be surprised.

0

Afarvi.n ~ett is a ~ilipi,no

.fibturican majoring in pofitical

science at Central.
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OP-ED
How are Acad~mic Advising and professors doing i-n advising students?
by Mark Temple
Photos by Katy Anderson

Joann Gamez, 22, finance/
international busine~

Albert Cardenas, 23, Spanish
bi-lingual education

Darcy Neil, 20, physical
education

"I've had pretty good experiences. I got a lot of positive
input on it."

"So far with me, my advisor
has been advising me pretty
good, such as evaluating credits.
I don't know wiything about .

"I don't really like it. I don't
really like my advisor. I think
there is a lot of room for improvement I doo 't even know

~
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To the Editor: ·
I was pleased to read in last week's
Observer that the psychology department finally got its chimps

Direct/Perkins
Loan Recipients

May26
May27
June3

3p.m.
4p.m.
lOa.m.
lla.m.
2p.m.
3p.m.

"I think they are doing O.K.
Everything could use some
improvement. I like my advisor,
though."
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moved to the new building. How- build the chimp lab a few years ago.
ever, I'm wondering what will
At that time, the community was
happen to them now. since there asked to support the proj~t beare no funds for the operation of cause it would bring faine and tourthe facility. .
ist dollars to Ellensburg.
Who planned on the care of these It appears now there will be few
animals? Is the lab funded now. or tourists' dollars because the lab will
did the university and the state be open "a few times a year" for
legislatwe cut them adrift already? tours.
What happens now?
I realize leading visitors through
There was a group of citizens the lab would upset the animals,
who encouraged state funding to but why didn't someone remember

CP&PC
May20

All recipients of Direct/Perkins
loans that are graduating Spring
quarter, 1993, must complete an
exit interview with Student Financial Services.
A hold will be placed on graduation until the interview is completed.
The interview will last approximately 45 minutes.
Contact Student Financial Services on the 2nd floor of Mitchell
Hall or call 963-3546 to schedule
an interview.

The Academic Advising Center
lost my major fonn twice. I'm
not terribly impressed with them.
Professors in my department
seem to be doing pretty well."

Gregg Roulst , 21, public
relations
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Bailing the
chimps out
of a mess

Jack Debertin, 21, English

Orondo School District: Pre-K 6th, Elementary; pre-school,
Even Start Program; Chapt. I,
Reading; Special Ed, PreK - 6th.

May25
U.S. Coast Guard - Testing for
Officer Positions. All majors,
juniors and seniors. Sign in advance at CPPC.
Job Search, Resume Writing and
Interviewing workshops available
from Robert D. Malde.

CP&PC invites students to visit
the office to register for service,
use the career library with its many
employer directories, keep JX>Sted

on campus interviews, job listings, and discuss career concerns
with a counselor.

BE,4T
TUE
UE,4f!
&CL~ ~N#~~LE

32 oz. $1.19
also 16 oz.

99¢

&oLl> BEEF:
12pak still $3.99
925-2467

On the comer
of 8th&
Chestnit

that before the facility was built?
Now we have a brand new facility neither the state nor the university wants to support.
Thestatelegislaturespent $65,000
a day to go into special session at
the end of the regular legislative
session this spring.
They could have kept the chimp
lab operating for a year on what
they spent in two days.
Does someone think the governor

will bail the chimps out now? I
don't think he is interested.
The only money now is a grant
from, of all organizations, Procter
and Gamble.
I think everyone involved in this
situation ought to look at their contribution to the mess and figure out
a decent way to fix it.
Where do our priorities lie?
C.A. Bennett
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Spring.fever poses health risks to outdoor enthusiasts
factor of at least 15. This could
help prevent sunburn that could
cause future skin cancer.
Avoiding the "peak sun hours,"
from about noon to 3 p.m., should
also help, Lundy said, because these
are the hours when the sun is
brighter, allowing the body to absorb more sun rays in a shorter
period of time.
He added that people who already
have a tan are more protected from
the sun than people who- are not
tanned.
"That is the body's method of
protecting the skin, by turning it
darker," Lundy said. "That protects
the skin from further exposure."
Light skinned people are more
prone to sunburn, because they have
less of that protection, he added.
While students enjoy being outside, they also face another hazard
of spring with hay fever and asthma
being inflamed.
Hay fever is an allergy to pollen,
while asthma is an inflammation of
the bronchial tubes.
When pollen is blown about, hay
fever sufferers can experience
itchy eyes, sneezing and a
stuffed up nose and
head.
When
asthmasuf-

by Lori Leitner
Staff reporter
Central students suffer from more
sports injuries and spend more time
in the sun during the spring, said
Dr. Dave Lundy of the Student
Health and Counseling Center.
"As soon as the weather gets nice,
people are out doing more things,"
Lundy said. ''They're less sedate."
He added this increased activity
can result in more accidents, such
as ankle and knee injuries.
These accidents might be prevented by warming up carefully
before engaging in physical activity, and looking for obstacles that
could be tripped over, such as
sprinkler heads and curbs, Lundy
said.
Sunbathing is another activity that
happens more in the spring.
"When the temperature gets high,
a lot more people go outside to
tan," Lundy said.
However, increased exposure to
sun, defined as tanning for more
than 20 minutes on one side, can
contribute to skin cancer and
wrinkles in later life, Lundy added.
Skin cancer shows itself by dark
moles that change in size or color.
"If the mole doesn't change, you
don't have too much to worry
about," Lundy said.
If the mole does change, it should
be checked by a doctor and may
require removal.
Lundy suggested students use a
sun tan lotion with a sun protection

Marla Brose/The Observer

Dr. Dave Lundy points out the dangers of excessive sun.
f erers exercise too hard or have
their bronchial tubes irritated, also
by pollen, they can experience
wheezing and trouble breathing.
"A lot of these illnesses are unavoidable," Lundy said.
He suggested avoiding places or

•

activities that sufferers know can
cause hay fever or asthma attacks.
For example, if hay fever sufferers have increased attacks at
People's Pond, perhaps they should
avoid that area.
If asthma sufferers have attacks
after increased physical activity,
they should look at toning
down excess movement.
Antihistimine
pills can also
betaken by
hay fever

flf/.

sufferers to decrease their symptoms, Lundy said.
Heat exhaustion and heat stroke
are also pitfalls of spring, because
they decrease a person's energy
level according to Lundy.
Heat exhaustion is fatigue brought
on by excessive heat, and can be
treated by the suffering person,
while heat stroke sometimes requires emergency medical attention.
A person still sweats when they
have heat exhaustion; heat stroke
sufferers sometimes don't sweat,
because the body has lost the ability to control its temperature.
Feeling exceedingly tired for the
amount of activity performed is
one symptom of heat stroke, Lundy
said.
He gave the example of a person
feeling extremely fatigued after
playing only fifteen minutes of
volleyball.
"People feeling such symptoms
should get out of the sun immediately," Lundy said.
He added that these people should
also drink to replace the fluids in
their system .
Heat stroke is not as much of a
problem in Ellensburg as it is in
areas of higher humidity, said
Lundy.
"You can usually sweat. freely
(here)," he said. ''That cools you
down.
In areas where the humidity is
higher, "the body can't sweat as
easily, because the higher humidity won't let it," said Lundy.

Sunscreen savvy
• For any sun exposure longer
than a few minutes, wear at
least an SPF 15.
• If you won't be able to
reapply, go for an SPF in the
20s or 30s; if some wears off,
you '11 have more protection left.
• Apply 15 minutes before
going outside to give it time to
dry.
• Don't forget to protect your
nose, lips, scalp, ears, chest, the
back of your neck, the tops of
your feet.
• If a sunscreen irritates your
skin, try another brand; the
culprit may not be the sunscreen '
agent but a fragrance or other
ingredient

Dining halls
make healthy
eating easy
by LaRon Berreth
Staff reporter
Spring is finally here and students 'are shaping up for swimsuit
weather.
Central' s dining services is always
researching new foods that students
will enjoy eating, without having
to worry about excess fat.
Tom Ogg, manager of Dining
Services, said "cooler sandwiches"
areonofferforthewarmer.weather.
"We are getting back to simple,
basic foods, and offering more
vegetarian.dishes."
Ogg said non-vegetarian students
also enjoy the "veggie" dishes on
offer.
While students are more educated
about healthy eating than ever before, there are so many choices at
dining halls it can be easy to over
eat.
Ogg said it is important for students not to skip meals, over eat or
stuff themselves.
"The important concept is eating
a balanced diet," he said.
Pam Mahre, Cefltral 's registered
dietician, said students should
compare what they are actually
eating, to the "food pyramid" to
make sure there is a balance between the food groups.

"If you eat
high fats at one
meal, tiSe the food
pyramid and trade off
for so~ething low-fat at
another meal," said Mahre.
Nancy Scott, a nutrition apprentice and Central student, said students do not have to permanently
restrict themselves from eating a
favorite high fat food.
"If you-really like a food, you can
have it once in a while," said Scott.
The recommended calorie intake
for .the average student is 2200 per
day.
· However, Mahre suggests that a
student should come in_and talk
with her or other staff members
about designing a program to meet
individual nutritional needs.
The "computrition" is a computer
that a,nalyzes foods, and allows students to learn more about their nutritional value.
Computrition printouts are in display cases as you enter Holmes
Dining Hall.
Mahre said she encourages students to pick up individual analyses from the office on the east side
of Holmes.

.FOOD
GUIDE
PYRAWID
AGulde to Daly FoodCholcei

=.i-
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The Food Guida Pymmld
emiimzes foods from Iha
Ive klod groups shown In
JM l!uee lower S8Cllons
ol lhe Pyramid.
Eacll d these bod groups
provides some. btd nol all.
ol lhe nutrients you need.
Foods In one group con'I
replace lhose In another.

No one lood group Is more
lmpoitmt than Onolher-

kx good heallh, you
need llern all.

See EATING/Page 8
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rs nae arigid prescriplion.
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Bread, Cereal.
Rice, & Pasta Group
8·11 SERVINGS
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Stampede for cancer funds
KQBE will be broadcasting live
from the track. and entertainment
will feature Keith Wohlford. formerly of several local bands including Bards and the Fabulous
Cyclones.
·
The Central Nutrition Club will
provide food for the relay participants.

by Joy Kingman
Staff reporter

Would you give 24 hours to
somethingthatmightsomedaysave
your life or the lives of those you
love? Would you do it if it required
partying. fun and possible sun?
On May 21to22 approximately
400 students and Kittitas community members will participate in the ·
All of the
sixth annual 24 hour relay at the
honorary chairs
Ellensburg High School track. The
"Spring Stampede" is a fundraiser
have waged their
benefitting the American Cancer
own battle with
Society.
·
cancer.
The relay begins at 6 p.m. Friday
and ends 6 p.m. Saturday.
"An estimated 35 teams of 10 or
- Terry Rossow
more people will participate. There
are nearly 25 teams from Central's
campus participating" said Leslie
Benoit, executive district director
Educational material about canof the American Cancer Society.
cer including videos and pamphlets
Teams are required to pay a reg- will be provided by the programistration fee to cover the cost of the ming class from Central. · An eduevent. Each team memberis asked cation booth operated by the class
to raise a minimum of $100 in do- . will provide information about
nations.
several types of cancer and prevenBesides being "the largest tion, and will also feature door
fundraiser for the American Can- prizes.
cer Society in the Kittitas Valley/' Teams find different ways to spend
according to Benoit, the event is the 24 hours. According to Terry
also fun.
Rossow, chairman of the Relay

''

Planning Committee, when the
participants are not on the track
they pitch tents.next to the track to
sleep in.
Those not participating on a team
are encouraged to "donate money
or come to the stadium to support
those running or walking" said
Rossow.
"One of the highlights of the event
is the candle lighting ceremony at
midnight." said Rossow;
Donations of $10 or more can be
given in memory or honor of a
cancer patient.
The names are then placed on
paper bags and candles are lit inside the bags. The bags are placed
around the track.
"It is a truly beautiful sight" said
Rossow.
This year four honorary chair
people will kick the event off with
a ribbon cutting.
"All of the honorary chairs have
waged their own battle with cancer," said Rossow.
The four chair people are Sherry
Kaufman, Melva Schmidt, Sue
Parke and Ryan Morse.
The purpose of the event is to
"raise money for cancer research
and education while having a great
time," said Benoit.

"Livestock" draws party animals
by Shay McGraw Staff reporter

Central' s KCAT 91.5 FM will be
taking 30 winning listeners to the
Eastern Washington University
'campus in Spokane on May 22 to
attend Livestock, an all-day outdoor
music and merchants festival that
has a history of great fun and great
bands.
Livestock '93 is an all ages event
sponsored by Eastern' s student
activities and will be featuring eight
bands, area merchants and special
_ features such as human bowling,

sumo-belly wrestling, and the
"velcro fly trap."
"It's a full package deal and should
be a real good~ fun day full of
entertainment," says KCAT general manager Derek Butcher, noting the similarities between Livestock and the well-known
Lollapolooza concert.
"KCAT plans to make this promotion an annual _event from now
on," adds Butcher.
Funding for the promotion was
provided by four local area merchants in exchange for radio and
print advertising.
"We've been very happy with the

l!>«i>QD& cC9fe
PEZNIKS
8:00 Sat.. May 22nd

l'i>LPWifl<!ls

benefit for Childrens Museum
$1 cover charge
Signing party for Joe Powell
author of "Winter Insomnia"
Saturday afternoon, 2 to 4

ATTIQUE RESTAURANT
&LOUNGE
• Dailyl~nch specials
• HBP.PY hour 4pm - 6pm
• Grill is OPEN

,

11am-9pm
)litA·31swnw
1f3S
1101:1.1 t/WtfW

}l~tf18 :JO

L/lOZ Al1W "ll1S

·1es? ·paM
~JSnW3A/1

s11161u ·1es ? ·1i:1 ·paM uado
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response and the merchants involved in raising the money for the
promotion," said Butcher.
Bands featured this year include
Crazy ·S"s, Funk Buffalo, Molasses, Citizen Swing, Winter's Rain
and Ruins, Andy 0 and Inflatable
Soule.
Livestock will begin at noon on
Saturday and end when the last
band finishes its set of songs, or '
"Noon 'til the cows come home!"
as the promotional flyer for the
festival states.
General admission tickets are $10
in advance and $12 on the day of
the festival.

Movie
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Oh, to be-President
people.
With the deception underway.
Staff reporter
Dave is thrust into the seedy
Have you ever wondered what it workings of President Mitchell's
would be like to impersonate the corrupt cabinet.
president of the United States?
From that point on, Dave
Dave Kovic (Kevin Kline), had stumbles through the everyday
just that opportunity.
workings of the president's arduSet during the fictitious presi- -- ous tasks, and begins to enjoy his
dential term of President Bill pseudo-power.
·
Mitchell, "Dave," and director
Unbeknownst to him, the
Ivan Reitman explore the oppor- president's chief of staff, played
tunities that would be given to an by Frank Langella. has a hidden
average American if given the agenda. As the plot develops, so
chance to be president for a day. . does Dave's confidence. and he
or longer.
throws himself into his role, with
Kovic is an average American a compassion that captures the
working man, with a big heart, attention of the first lady.
who just happens to be a look-aIn his best role since "A Fish
like of President Mitchell. His Called Wanda." Kline gives an
goalinlifeistohelpwhomeverhe outstanding comedic perforcan when given a chance. He mance. AidedbyWeaver'ssultry
never expected that he would be stature, the president and the first
chosen to help the president, and lady never looked better.
the American people.
Both Kline and Weaver offer
Plucked from the ranks of medi- performances that idealize what
ocrity, Kovic is thrust into the role the presidential couple should be
of president for a night when the like, full of real warmth and with
real president decides to have a genuine concern for their connight of mischief. Unfortunately, stituents.
Dave's night of impersonation
"Dave" entertains, and brings to
turns into a full-time job.
lifethedreamsofordinarypeople.
As Kovlc takes over the role of
It explores the presidency from
impersonating the president, his a human perspective, with touchfirst task is to fool some of the _ ing and heart-warming humor.
people. namely the first lady.
You leave the theater wishing
played by Sigourney Weaver, if Kevin Kline could really be
he can do that. he can fool all the president.

by Mark R. Temple

Take a look!
This could be your advertisement, read by
thousands of students! Call 963-1026 and .

reserve your space,NOW!

Associated Students of Central Washington University

ASC
.Thank You

Election Commission
The following people worked hard to assure a smooth ASCWU
Electipn:

Ta_n ya, Raffetto
Marvin Rosete
Erik Tingelstad
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Student advocacy in
Social Equity Council

Orchesis dancers take centre stage as they prepare for their upcoming concert at Central.

·Orchesis dancers in Spring spotlight
by LaRon Berreth
Staff reporter
"A Multitude of Motions" comes
to campus this weekend with the
annual Spring concert performance
by Central' s Orchesis Dance Theater.
The dancers will present a varied
program of modem and jazz dance.
"This years concert will feature
one dance from repertory, which
has been developed over the school

year, and six new pieces," said Lana
Jo Sharpe, Orchesis director.
According to Sharpe, there are
"17 dancers in the show, with two
guest performers from the Dance
Center,'' which is here in Ellensburg.
The dances are "fun, entertaining
and occasionally thought provoking," said Sharpe.
..The annual Spring concert is a_
showcase and provides members
of the company as well as the faculty with an opportunity to choreograph and perform original dances,"

she said.
"This years company has a wonderful ensemble quality."
This is the only full concert that
Orchesis puts on for the Central
community.
"This is our biggie and I'm very
proud of the results in terms of the
qu~ity of the performance and the
dancers," said Sharpe.
Performances will be in the
Nicholson Paviliori at 8:30 p.m.
tonight, tomorrow and Saturday.
General ·admission is $3; $2 for
students and seniors.

When you heru: Social Equity
Council what comes to mind? A
total blank? You are not alone.
Social Equity Council is a new1ycreated council here on Central's
campus, designed to be representative of all students.
It is a resource for anyone on
campus who feels that he or she has
been discriminated against in any
way.
This includes, but does not wholly
encompass, racial discrimination,
non-traditional student discrimination, sexual discrimination and gay
and lesbian discrimination.
Social Equity Council is chaired
by the representative to university
life on Central's student Board of
Directors.
This past year, that positfon belonged to Carrie Nelson, a senior
majoring in nutrition.
Nelson
founded the council, after discovering a clause in the BOD constitution.
..The clause stated that my position
was to chair the Social Equity
Council and gave no explanation of
its purpose," said Nelson.
"I see the council as a voice for

Summer concerts sizzle
By Kristy Ojala

Staff reporter
This summer appears to be a
promising one for concertgoers,
with choices from the third annual
"Lollapalooza" to a blues festival
at the Gorge Winery in George,
Wash.
The June 19 "Lollapalooza" festival is already sold out: it features
several up and coming alternative
music acts by local and national
bands.
Headliners are Primus and Alice
in Chains, supplemented by Arrested Development, Babes in
Toyland, Fishbone, Front 242, and
others.
According to Mike Gimlin at the
Tent-n-Tube Ticketmaster, Central

studentsandacouncilthatcanstress
the importance of diversity. I see it
as a student advocacy resource."
The council began with only three
members, including Nelson.
Attendance reached a high at last
Monday's meeting, with 11 participants.
Officers for the' 93-'94 school
year, elected two weeks ago, said
they are full of ideas and energy for
next year.
The chair position will be filled
by Denise Skaggs, newly elected
representative for university life on
the student Board of Directors.
"My first goal is to recruit more
members, and to get our name and
purpose well known," said Skaggs.
"I would like to see representation
from any group or individual who
would like support our direction, if
they feel they have been discriminated against," she said.
The council will hold their last
meeting of the year on June 2, at 6
p.m. in the Samuelson Union
Building, Rm. 104. The meeting
will include a trip to Dairy Queen.
Any concerned students are invited
to attend.

Low-fat meals
for spring health

students bought $2,000 worth of
"Lollapalooza" tickets in 15 minutes when they went on sale, Satur- , FromEATING/Page·s
day May 8.
People waited in line before the
The students who usually use
store's opening, and by Monday,
computri tion are.vegetarians and
the 25,00(Hickets were completely
people watching their weight,
sold out.
Mahre said.
The Gorge released the rest of its
She said she also works with
summer concert schedule on May
people
who want to learn how to
10, which includes the "MTV Almake
"the
right choices."
ternative Nation tour," featuring
Dining
Services
aims to make
Spin Doctors, Soul Asylum and
a
difference
for
students
by purEllensburg'sown Screaming Trees,
chasing products with lower fat
on Aug. 15.
amounts, and offering more vaThereareplentyof frontreserved
riety.
and general admission tickets left
For example, vegetarian dishes
for this show.
use low fat cheeses.
Ticketmaster generated nearly
$7 ,000 in revenue last Saturday,
"80 per cent of the vegetarian
when tickets for all Gorge shows
products are low in fat," said
went on sale.
Mahre.
Ogg said thedininghallsareall
different.
"Each is like its own resturant,"
he said.
Students can choose which hall
they would like to dine in by
calling the dial-a-menu or reading the menus provided at each
dining hall checker station.
Central .is ahead of the other
colleges in the state because it is
the "only school with a dedicated dietician in Washington,"
said Ogg.
He said that students should
be open-minded about trying
..new entrees."
"And we are always open to
student's ideas."

.,~DR. MYRON LINDER
' DR. SANDY LINDER
962-2570
·Linder Chiropractic Center
1011 .N. Alder... next to cam us

HELP
WANTED!

-. Two people ?ire needed to.
_deliver the Observer on campus
·.and downtown. Must be
·ayailable Thursday mornings
from 7 - 1o. See Christine
Bouillon 220, or call 963-1026.
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MOVING OVERSEAS
TO STUDY? or
RETURNING HOME?
or SENDING GIFTS TO
FRIENDS?
L..t Airport Brok. . uve you on
u.e·tranaportation coet. We off•
air and ocean ratee on ov.,....
ahipments. Before you ahlp call

uaforaratel

AIRPORT BROKERS
CORPORATION
800-275-3664
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SPORTS Ostrander breaks-mark; 'Cats begin-nationals
by Jason Goldner
Sports editor
In the final competition before
track nationals. Central senior Lisa
Ostrander broke the school triple
jump record for the third time this
season Saturday at a tune-up meet
in Seattle.
National qualifier Ostrander
leaped 37-6 3/4. to place fifth in
the women's triple jump event.
The jump broke her mark set on
April 17 when she cleared 37-3 1/

2.
Other placers for the Wildcats
included a season-best for the
1.600-meter relay team of Chad
Klassen, Jay Spears, D.J.
Livingston and Brian Meyer, who
placed first with a time of 3 minutes14.31 secqnds.
Senior Art Ballard placed second
in the 100 meters with a time of
10.69.
Ballard also joined Klassen,
Livingston and Josh Alexander in
the 400 relay, where the men tallied a season-best time with 41.63
clocking, finishing second to the
University of Washington.
Eight men and two women from
Central's track squad will compete
at the NAIA National Track and
Field Meet beginning today and
continuing through Saturday in
Matsqui, British Columbia.
For the men, junior Russ Capps
will contend in the decathlon and
possibly the javelin. Capps set a
school record in the latter event by
throwing the javelin 197 .8 at the
NAIA District I Meet on May 7.
Capps admitted he is relieved to
be going to nationals but said he
will be glad when the event is

~apps'

''

I feel like I'm getting
too old to compete so I
want to do my best at
nationals.
-Russ Capps
over.
"I feel like I'm getting too old to
compete so I want to do my best at
nationals.'

rd like to break 7,000 points in
the races and throw the javelin over

200 feet, but ifl don't, I won 'tcare,"
Capps said.
Ballard and junior Klassen will
run in the 100-meter dash. senior
Meyer will compete in the 400 and
sophomore Eric Tollefson will race
in the 10,000. Freshman Alexander
and senior Livingston will join
Ballard and Klassen for the 4x100
relay.
Sophomore Spears will accompany
Klassen and returning competitors

Livingston and Meyer in the4x400
relay.
Last year at nationals, Livingston
and Meyer composed half of the
Wildcats' 4x400 relay team which
placed seventh with a time of
3:14.27. The Central men placed
17th overall with 15 points.
For the women, the only returning
athlete is Ostrander, who will compete in the triple jump.
Ostrander failed to place in the
triple jump at last year's national
meet when she jumped 36-5, but
she placed 14th as an individual
and the Wildcat women finished
148th overall with one point.
This year, Ostrander said she
hopes to place but would rather
improve her own mark for the final
time.
"It would be nice to place, but
more importantly, I want to break
my own record," Ostrander said
Ostrander added she feels more
confident about qualifying for
competition at nationals this year.
"Last year I made it (to nationals)
by an inch and a half (in the triple
jump), but'this year I feel more
official and I feel like I'm for real,"
she said.
Freshman newcomer Veronica
Persons will appear in the high jump
event. She just missed tying the
school record by an inch when she
cleared 5-7 earlier this season.
Central's track and field awards
were announced at last week's team
banquet. Capps and Ostrander each
received the Most Valuable Athlete Awards for the men's and
women's teams, respectively.
Livingston, Brian Meyer and Kelli
Meyer also received special notice
awards at the ceremony.

Men's 100 Prelims (Ballard.
Klassen), 4:15 p.m.; Men's 200
Prelims (Ballard or Klassen), 6:10
p.m.; Men's 10,000 (Tollefson) 8
p.m.
FRID AY: Men's Decathlon
(Capps) 9 a.m.; Men's 100 Semis
(Ballard, Klassen), 3:45 p.m.: Men's
400 Semis (Meyer, Spears or
Livingston), 4:15 p.m.; Women's
HighJump(Persons,5p.m.); Men's
4x 100 Relay Semis (Ballard,
Klassen. Livingston, Alexander),
5:15 p.m.; Men's 100 Finals
(Ballard, Klassen), 7:20p.m.; Men's
4x400 Relay Prelims (Klassen,
Spears, Livingston. Meyer) 9:05
p.m.
SATURDAY: Women's Triple
It would be nice to
Jump (Ostrander) 3:30'p.m.; Men's
place, but more im- 4x 100 Relay Finals (Ballard,
portantly, I want to Klassen, Livingston, Alexander),
3:55 p.m.; Men's 200 Semifinals
break my own
(Ballard or Klassen) 4:40 p.m.;
Men's 400 Finals (Meyer, Spears or
record.
Livingston) 5:25 p.m.; Men's 200
-Lisa Ostrander
Finals (Ballard or Klassen), 6 p.m.;
Men's 4x400 Finals (Klassen,
Livingston and Brian Meyer were
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
both honored as the team· s capWINNERS, CENTRAL PLACERS
tains. Livingston also received the Uan'a 100-1. Tim Martin (WashingMost Inspirational Athlete Award ton) 10.64, 2. ArtBallard(Central} 10.69,
7. Chad Klassen (Central) 11.00. Men'•
for the men's team.
Senior Kelli Meyer was solely 200-1. Tim Martin (Washington} 21.35,
Chad Klassen (Central) 22.18, 6. Art
awarded the Most Inspirational 3.
Ballard (Central) 22.43. Man's 400-1.
Athlete on the women's team and Brent Merritt (unattached) 48.23, 4. Jay
shared the Honorary Team Cap- Spears (Central) 49.55, 6. Brian Meyer
50.35. Men'• 400 Relay - 1. Washtain title with Ostrander.
ington 41.51, 2.Cenb'al(Ballard, Klassen,
Schedule at nationals:
Livingston, Alexander} 41.63. Men'•
THURSDAY: Men's Decath- 1,600
Relay - 1. Central (Klassen,
lon(Capps,9a.m.); Men's4x400 Spears, Livingston, Meyer) 3:14.31.
Relay Prelims.(Ballard, Klassen, Women'• · High Jump - 1. Ronalda
Livingston, Alexander), 12:50 Oum (unattached) 5-8, 4. Veronica Persons (Central) 5·4 114. Women'• Triple
p.m.; Men'sJavelin(Capps),2:30 Jump
- 1. Karin Grelsson (Seattle Pap.m.; Men's 400 Prelims (Meyer, cific) 42-8 1/4, 5. Lisa Ostrander (Cen·
Spears or Livingston), 3:25 p:m.; tral) 37-6 3/4.

''

hard training for track pays off

by Nell Romney
Contributing writer

Having qualified in both the javelin and the decathlon, Central
junior Russ Capps will be one of
10 Wildcats entered in the NAIA
National Track and Field Meet,
which begins Thursday atMatsqui,
British Columbia
Capps, a North Thurston High
School graduate, set a school javelin record ( 197-8) and also scored
points in the high jump, shot put
and pole vault in theNAIADistrict
I Meet at Tomlinson Stadium earlier this month. His strong district
javelin perfonnance bodes well
for his chances in that event at
nationals, and his versatility makes
him a contender in the decathlon
as well.
·Capps' array of athletic skills,
however, is not limited to 10 different track and field events. In
addition, he played .outside line- ·
backer for Central's football team
last fall.
But his range of interests extends
beyond athletics altogether. He is
minoring in drama and enjoys
acting in school plays. And in the
summers, he acts as lead guide for
the Conference Center's riverrafting service, safely directing
boats down the lower Yakima ·
Canyon and informing floaters
about features of the local geography and wildlife.
Before Capps gets too far afield

this spring. however, he has one decathlon's last event, the 1500
more track meet to complete. Al- meter run, in which he ran 5:20.
though he may have a year of eligi"I was out of shape and I hate that
bility remaining (before coming to event anyway," Capps said. One of
Central in the fall of 1991, he com- the reasons he hates it is that at 6-4
pleted one year at Highline CC and and 220 pounds, he is a bit bigger
redshirted a year at Washington State than most distance runners.
University, where he worked out His large frame is better suited for
with Dan O'Brien), he does not plan the throwing events, of which there
to use it.
are three in the decathlon: shot put.
. "If I score 7,000 (points) in the discus and javelin.
decathlon at nationals, rn be conWhile Capps thinks the javelin is
tent." he said. ''That's all rn need to potentially his best event (a suspibe satisfied with my efforts in the cion not contradicted by his recent
sport."
efforts), he is strong in all the
Like most decathletes. Capps' ef- throwing events.
fort in the sport is prodigious, with
''These are my bread and butter
his workouts occupying five to six events," he confides, "and I have to
hours per day. Even with such outscore the competition in them if
lengthy training, however, he has to I am to have a chance."
prioritize events because there is
Despite Capps' school record in
simply too little time to work on the javelin, he and head track coach
them all. In·the early season he usu- Charles Chandler are unsure if he
ally concentrates on the throwing will compete in the javelin as an
events because these provide him individual event at nationals.
Adding the individual javelin,
the best opportunity to score team
which falls on the second decathlon
points at track meets.
The decathlon, which requires not day, to the already grueling deonly completion of 10 events over cathlon schedule might hamper his
two days but also wann-ups, run- performance in both events.
throughs, and cool-downs for each
While Capps intends to score big
event. is simply too grueling and too points in the throwing events and
time consuming (5-8 hours per day) survive the 1500, it may be his
to be performed every weekend..
performance in the other events
Even world class decathletes like that determine whether or not he
O'Brien, who practice year-round, reaches his 7 ,000 point goal and/or
do no more than three per year.
attain All-America (top six places)
In Capps' only decathlon effort status.
this year he scored 6,234 points in
Of the three remaining running
what, for him, was a disappointing
performance. Most disappointing of
See CAPPS/Page 10
all was his performance .in the
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Bridget Powers

Michelle Chappon

Softball's all-stars announced
Shortstop Bridget Powers and
outfielder Michelle Chappon
have been named to the NAIA
District I Softball All-Star Team.
Powers batted .267 for the
Wildcats and led the team in
triples with five. Thejunior from
Redmond tied for the team lead
in doubles with three.
Chappon, a junior from
Snohomish, batted .222 and was
the team leader in runs batted in
with 10.Shealsostolefivebases.
Central finished its first softball season with a record of 911. The Wildcats ended up third
in the NAIA District I standings.
The All-Star Team includes:
Pitcher - Becky Hoddevik, Pacific Lutheran (Sr., Portland,
Ore.).
Catchers - Kelli
McFadden, Western (Jr., West
Linn, Ore.); Lesley McPherson
(Simon Fraser (So., Maple
Ridge, B.C.).
First Base - Andrea Farquar,
Pacific
Lutheran
(So.,
Vancouver, B.C.); Lori Buck,
Pu et Sound (Jr., Lehi hton,

Pa.); Dallas Jorgenson, Simon
Fraser (Sr. Surrey, B.C.).
Second Base - Kerri Allen, Pacific Lutheran (Jr. Gladstone,
Ore.).

- Shortstop - Jennifer Swanson,
Pacific Lutheran (Fr.,Lynnwood);

Bridget Powers, Central (Jr.
Redmond); Candace Murray,
SimonFraser(Sr.,N.Delta,B.C.);
Danielle Marks, Western (Fr.,
Everett - Cascade).
Third Base - Janice Halls, Simon
Fraser (Sr., Victoria, B.C.); Heidi
Hanson, Puget Sound (Fr., Lacey
- North Thurston).
Outfield - Stephanie Showers,
SimonFraser(Sr., N. Delta,B.C.);
Michelle Chapon, Central (Jr.,
Monroe);Nancy Bronson, Pacific
Luthenm (Jr., Seattle).
Powers and junior Traci Gefre
have been named Central's CoMost ValuablePlayers for the 1993
softball season.
Freshman Lori Tesch was voted
Most Inspirational Player and
Chappon was selected as HonorTeam C tain.
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'Cats shut out of playoffs
The Wildcats' season came to a
halt and ended with a record of 15-

by Vince Richardson
Staff Reporter

20.

Central· s baseball roller coaster
season finally ran off track as top
ranked Lewis-Clark State demolished the Wildcats in back-to-back
shutouts. 13-0 and 11-0. in
Saturday's NAIA District 1 playoffs.
The Warriors allowed Central
just five singles in the double
header.
The Wildcats sustained as many
errors as they did hits in the twin
bill sweep.
Lewis-Clark State ended the
season with a final tally of 46 wins
against only 14 losses.
The Warriors now return to very
familiar ground, advancing once
again to the NAIA West Coast
Regional tournament in Newberg.
Oregon, in an attempt to repeat as
national champions.

Seven of those losses came at the
bats of Lewis-Clark State. Central
was outscored 78-15 in games
. !!S~inst Jhe Warriors.
Lewis-Clark State combined excellent pitching with equally impressive hitting in the twin killing.
Warrior pitching held Central to
a miniscule three hits in the opening game.
Things worsened in the twilight
game, when the Wildcats only
managed two hits.
One of those hits was by Mead
Fenton in the ninth inning.
The single gave him the team
batting title with an astounding of
.355.

Pitcher Dave Wensveen tasted
defeat for the first time in his Central career, giving up nine hits as
well as six earned runs.

Mike Spence/The Observer

Shortstop Jason Hart slides In safely to second base In a game against Lewis-Clark State.
The first-place Warriors handed the Wiidcat's seven of their 20 losses on the season.

Capps looks forward to nationals, off-season leisure time
from CAPPS/page 9
events (100 meter dash, 110 high
hurdles and 400 meter dash), and
three jumping events (long jump,
high jump, and pole vault). he said
he is likely to improve at nationals
in all but the pole vault.
Chandler agrees, noting that the

''

He's a fine athlete and
I expect him to be an
All-American.
-Track head coach
Charles Chandler
inclement spring weather and the
late snow cover made early season
training difficult.
"He's going to be a lot better
when he's in shape," Chandler asserts. "He's a fine athlete and I

expect him to be an All-American."
All-American or not, when nationals are over, Capps intends to
devote his energy to school and
hobbies of fishing, river guiding
and acting.
Without having to spend several
hours a day working out for a sport
and without the perpetual fatigue
that ensues from such a regimen, he
believes he can finish his wildlife
management major in time to
graduate in the Spring of 1994.
He hopes to gain employment in
fisheries or wildlife in the bucolic
environs of central or eastern
Washington.
He already has considerable expertise in fisheries.
He took two years off from school
to count spawning fish in westside
rivers for the Washington State
Department of Fisheries.
It was this experience that helped
him pick his major and prepared
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him to be a riverfloat guide.
Another hobby Capps hopes to
devote more time to next year is
acting, an endeavor he had put in
abeyance this year because of the
time constraints imposed by his
dual-sport status.
Having recently attended a performanceof theCentral springplay,

"The Best Little Whorehouse in
Texas," Capps realized how much
he misses the excitement and challenge of being a thespian.
Regardless of how Capps spends
his time once nationals are over,
though, it seems certain he'll have
neither the reason nor the time to sit
around and wonder what might have

been for him as an athlete.
''This is the last track meet rn
ever do," he said.
And without pausing long enough
to entertain questions about whether
ornot he'll miss the sport, he begins
describing, with obvious anticipation, an upcoming float down
Idaho's rugged Salmon River.

Four 'Cats named to All-Star team_
by Vince Richardson
Staff reporter
On a note much happier than the
Wildcat's season-ending sweep,
four Central players were selected
to the NAIA District I All-Star
Team.
Pitchers Ben Lindholm and Dave
Wensveen were rewarded for outstanding seasons by being named
to the team.
Lindholm, a senior from
Kennewick, posted a 6-5 record
for the Wildcats.
Wensveen, also a senior from
Kennewick, ended with a 6-1
record and a team leading 4.29
earned run average. His only loss
of the season and career occurred
against Lewis-Clark State in the
second game of Saturday"s twin
bill.
Central outfielder Tom Milligan
and designated hitter Steve Valley
were also named to the all-star

Dave Wensveen

Ben Lindholm

squad.
Milligan, a senior from Maple
Valley,swungthelumberata.350
clip and led the Wildcats in runs
scored (27), hits (36), doubles ( 13),
stolen bases ( 14) and sacrifice flies
(3).

Family size Dome

Tents as low as
$119.95. Smaller
Tents as low as
$29.95

Just Arrived:
American Camper
Back Packs
From $7.95 to
$79.95

Valley, a junior from Bel Fair,
ripped opposition pitching for a
.341 average and led the team in
round trippers with (6), RBI (27)
and a slugging percentage of .641.

Steve Valley

Tom Miiiigan

"Hey, We're
Over Here."

When you need quality color copies, black & white copies,
typeset resumes, or laser printing, you need us.
And we're easy to find. We're just a block West of
The Valley Cafe and open Monday through Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

3rd &Main

-------

(509) 925-1234
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Final Men's and Co-ed Intramural Softball Standings
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9.75
9.50
10.0Q
10.00
9.50
10.00
9.00
7.00

clubs needed for fall project. Your
group is GUARANTEED at least $400.
Must call BEFORE END OF TERM!
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 99
DON'T KNOW what to do with your no
longer useful furniture and furnishings
when you leave Ellensburg on June
12th? Why not donate them to the
Afterschool Safe Place garage sale?
For pickup call 925-9312 or deliver to
801 East Manitoba.
STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
Morelia, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexicano Internacional offer language
and culture classes. The cost is
approximately $2,200 per quarter for
tuition, housing, meals, and excursions.
Applications available now for summer
and fall. Call Nomi Pearce at 963-3612.

HABLA USTED ESPANOL? Puede
estudiar en Chile a la Universidad ·
Austral (Valdivia}. Por favor, Hamada a
la oficina de Programas
lnternacionales: 963-3612. Pronto!
SCUBA LESSONS and Supplies. Sign
up now. Contact John Moser, Jr: 9251272.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
up to $2,000+/month + world travel ·
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
Holiday, Summer and Career employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program
call 1 (206) 634-0468 ext. C6093
PACK YOUR bags and books and take
off I Ifs time to study abroad! Visit the
o!fi~ ~f International Programs,
Naneum Building TODAYI Where in
the world do you want to go? '
STUDY JAPANESE language and
culture in Tokyo, Japan. CWU and
Asia University offer a new short-term
·program' for studentS with ~language
level. Progi:am available Fall and
Spring quarter~.. Apply for Fall nowl
Office of International Programs,
Naneum ~ilding. 963-3612.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT·
fisheries. Earn up to $600+/week in
canneries or $4,000+/month on fi~ing
beats. Free transportation! Room·.&
Board! Over 8,000 openings. No ,.
expei'ience.nece~. Maia or
Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4'155 ext. A6093
STUDY IN ATHENS, GREECE. A
quarterly program, open Fall and
Spring Quarters, offers 'Greek language
for begimers. ·Other courses could
include history, political science, Greek ~
literature and art history. Applications
for Fall available nowl Office of
lnt~rnational Programs, Naneum .
BuRding._963-3612.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT·
Make money teaching basic conversational English abroad. J~ and ,
Taiwan. Many pro\iide room & board +
other ,benefits! MaRe up to $2,00Q<$4,bbo+ per month. No previous
training-or teachirig certificate required.
For employm~nt program call: (200)
632-1146 ext J6093
,·
COUNSELORS: ~rimary responsibili·
ties include direct care, supervision and .
treatment of childr€J{l with autism·in a
.residential; sett!ng.' College course
woi'k in chUdbooct.development and
experience working with developmental -.
disabilities preferred. Pay rate $7.50/
hour. Quick raises. Hiring for on call
and part-time positions. Closing date:
5128193. send cover letter and resume
to: Service Alternatives for Washing- ·
ton, PO Box-884, Ellensburg" WA
98926. EEO
'
KYOTO UNIVERSITY of Foreign
Studies applications wi~ be out soon_!
Contact the Office of International
Programs to let Nomi Pearce know you
want to apply!

fJ

-------·
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EIGHT DAYS A WEEK
· Thursday
May20
• r-..

Friday
. May 21
Saturday
May22

•CPT' s Intermediate Assessment, Hebeler Hall,
Rm. 203, 3 p.m. and 5 p.m.
•Symphonic•Band Concert, Andrew Spencer,
director, Hertz Recit4!1 Hall, 8 p.m.

•"Best Little Whorehouse in Texas," McConnell
Auditorium, 8 p.m., Two-for-the-price-of-one, $10/
general, $7/student, seniors.
•Track and Field - Nationals at Matsqui, B.C.

•No appointments taken at the Health Center
•Open Gym, Nicholson Pavilion, 5 p.m.-midnight.

•Track and Field - Nationals at Matsqui, B.C.
•Spring Stampede, 24 hour walk/run for cancer,
High School Track, starts at 6 p.m.

•Track and Field - Nationals at Matsqui, B.C.

Sunday
May23

•Catholic Campus Ministry, Sunday Mass, 7 p.m.,
•Community Chorus Concert, Geoffrey Boers
Grupe Center.
and Kristy Smith, conductors, Hertz Recital Hall,
' 3 p.m.
•The Socratic Club, Four Winds Bookstore, 4th
and Pine, 3 p.m.

Monday
May24

•Essay assessment test, Bouillon Hall,
Rm. 108, 3-4 p.m.
•Graduate thesis ·exhibit! painting, Pat King,
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

•Alcoholics Anonymous, noon, SUB 213.
•International Students Association Food
Festival, SUB, 11 a.m. - 1 p.m., food on sale

Tuesday
May25

•Introspection '93,"Personality Perspective," Dr.

Jerry Findley, SUB Lair, 5:30-7 p.m.

•AIDS in the classroom workshop, presented by
Joan Nash, SUB 208, noon
·

Wednesday
May26
Thursday
May27

•Faculty Recital Series, Linda Marra, mezzosoprano, Hertz Recital Hall, 8 p.m., $3

•Campus crusade for Christ, SUB 103, 7 p.m.

•Student Council for Exceptional Children
meeting, Black Hall Rm. 210, noon •Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity meeting,
SUB 207, 7 p.m.

•CPTs Intermediate Assessment, Hebeler Hall,
Rm. 203, 3-5 p.m.
•Jazz Night, John F. Moawad, director, Hertz
Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
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HOME OF THE BEST & LARGEST PIZZA IN ELLENSBURG

Introduces our ne"1V" and exciting
pizza
place
IN THE PLAZA
716 EBTH
ELLENSBURG
OPEN WEEKDAYS
11:00 A.M. - 1:00 A.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
11:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.

SQUEEZER. .

BONANZA

Purchase ·a Denver Breakfast Pizza and receive a Squeezer Bottle free!
-PLUS•First "fill-up" free •Refills for only 50*(plus tax) •Special Coupons
(This offer ls limited to the first 50 orders.)

WE ACCEPT ANY

DOMINOS PIZZA

LJU..LJ.

.lCJ.I. g c : L

LU

"There's tons of tasty toppings!"
"It takes piua to higher level."

WE .HAVE FREE DELIVERY
(with purchase of $5 or more)

ESPBESSO · SERVED ALL DAY EVERY DAY!
~

Listen to what people are saying
about the Denver Breakfast pizza!

"Wow- this really does
taste like.an omelet!"

925-9855

RESTAURANTS

\

L

make your pa1-ty
reservations ASAP!

CURRENT COUPONS
FOR ELLENSBURG
PIZZAHUT
..QR-

s .-

G

"How does it taste?
Unbelie-vably Scrumptious!"

HAPPY HOUR PRICES.ALL
DAY FRIDAY!
..
~

r-----~---------~-r--~-------------,-----------------,
c_~R.RY-OUT SPECIA~ : MEAT LOVERS PIZZA_·! ·. tARGE {16")' PIZZA

!

·1
:

2 med. (13") pizzas for
UNEri~~:•NG

: $9.99

J$3.00 OFF $2.00 OFF:

:

I

:1
I

L

large (16")

medium (13"} :

I
NOT VALID WJTH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES,JUNE 30, 1993

,

I

I

I

-----------------

\..

MEDIUM PRICE

.

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 1993
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I
I
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NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES JUNE 30, 1993
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